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Testimonials
“ Victoria and her team made this a very smooth, painless and positive experience for us. All aspects
were professionally executed. The brochure they prepared was so striking we almost put an offer in
on the house ourselves. Scheduling of the many showings was very efficiently carried out using their
on-line system and feedback from all showings was timely and extremely beneficial. Market timing, as
always, is very, very important and Victoria nailed it for us, allowing us to adequately plan for the purchase of our new home. All in all, we highly recommend Howard Hanna/Victoria Gettings and her
Team.“
Chuck and Mary McGaffin - Howard Hanna
______________________________________________________

“ Victoria was outstanding! She went above and beyond to make sure our home sold quickly and for
the price we needed it to. We were not even able to be in the state when it sold and she took care of
everything. We are extremely satisfied!“
Jim and Tricia P. - Howard Hanna
___________________________________________

“ I do want to tell you that you are very professional and kind. You kept me informed as much as you
could and I appreciate being comfortable with you in our many transactions. I certainly will suggest
you to other potential sellers/buyers.“
P. McDonald - Howard Hanna
_______________________________________

“ Victoria is a great real estate agent, knowledgeable, professional, thorough, an expert in the field.
She made many suggestions as how to make property more presentable to future buyers which we
took care of. I had 2 other real estate agents from different real estate firms prior 2-years that did not
sell property. Once property was on the market she had open houses pretty much every weekend
and handled resolving all inspection issues. “
Robert D. Hale - Howard Hanna
________________________________________

“ Victoria sold a very difficult property for us. She was creative in her marketing and followed through
after months and several withdrawn offers to sell it. We could not be more pleased. Thank you! “
Linda and Florence, Rensselaer NY - Howard Hanna
________________________________________________________________

